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ABSTRACT
Kin discrimination abilitiesand possible fitnesstrade-offs associated with lcin-bi.a.sed
behaviour were investiga ted in juvenile brook: trout (Sa/velimJS fontinalis) . Three
experiments were conducted 10 determine : I) if juveni le brook trout have the ability 10
discriminate kin based on water-borne chemosenso ry cues. 2) the effect cue water
concentration, as an indicatorof shoalsize,has on kin preferences. and 3) a possi ble trade-off
in kin-biased behaviour with respect to socialstatus ,
In the tim experiment individual kin spent a significantly greater proportion of time
in waterantmoned by kin anddidnot disaimina1e between f.uniIiarand unfamiliar kin. This
preference indicates that juveni le brook trout have the ability to discriminate kin based on
water-borne chemosensory cues. Individuals in the second ClCpCriment based cue water
preferences on both concentratio n and kinship . When cue water concentrations were equal
indMduaIkin preferred water conditioned by kin. Ho wever. if given a choice between high
and low conc:enttations.. individualkin preferred the high concentration independent of
kinship . fndividuals may perceive the various we water concentrations as an indicato r of
shoal size and basepreferences on thesediffereoces (Chapter 2) .
The thirdexperiment demonstrated that kin in two size classintrod ucti ons J) spent
a sign:ificamJy greaterproportionof timenearest kin. 2) were generally less aggressive toward
kin. and in the same-size introductions. 3) introduced kin had significantly greater mean
weight gain than introduced non-kin(Chapter 3).
Evidence from the present study suggests that juvenile brook trout may beable to
maximize ' inclusive fitness ' benefitsthrough kin-biased behaviour under both shoaling and
territorial ccoditions. A fitnesstrade-off may be associated with perceived. shoal size but
then:was noapparmt trade-offin Icin-biased territorialbehaviourwith respect to socialstatus
in this study .
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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTiON
Kin selection theory explains how altruism can evo lve ifsuffic ient benefits are gained
by relatives. Hamilton's (1964) theory for the evolut ion of social behaviour adds a
maxi mizing prope rty to Darwinian fitness. Hamilton proposed a quantity called ' inc lusive
fitness' which incorpor ales both direct fitness (Darwinian fitness. i.e. an individual' s own
reproductive succes s) and indi rect fitne ss (i.e. reproduct ive success of related individuals).
The theory states that individual s should bias behaviour toward one another based on ge netic
relatedness.
Alt ruism b)' defi nit ion is act ing in the interest ofothers at a cos t to oneself in terms
of survival or reproductive success (Krebs and Davies 1981). In order for an altruistic
behaviour to spread through kin selectio n. the benefit gained by the recipient (B) must
outweigh the cost to the altruist (C):
ILl
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where r is Wright' s coefficient of relatedness, which is used to determine the proportion of
genes ' identical by descent ' in relat ives. In diploid species. r is 0.5 for offspring and full
siblings. 0.25 for half siblings and grandchildren. and 0.125 for cousins. According to this
model. if a behaviour costs an altruist one offspring it will only be selected if it allows more
than two siblings or more Ihan eight cous ins to benefit one offspring each. Individuals
biasi ng selected behavio ur toward kin can maximize their ' inclusive fitne ss ' (Wi lson 1987) .
Individuals must hav e the abi lity to differentiate kin from non -kin in order to bias
behaviour toward kin. Kin recognition, the perception of cues by which re lated ind ividuals
are recognized. is difficult to study and is usual ly inferred throughbehavioural discrim ination
(Waldman 1987). Kin d iscrimination has been observed in many anima l taxa inc luding
insects (Greenberg 1979 ; Frumhoffand Sc hneider 1987), amphibians (Blaustein and O'Hara
1981: Waldman 199 1; Wal ls and Roudebush 199 1; Pfennigetal. 1993), manun als (Wu et
af. 1980; Gra u 1982; Ho lmes and Shennan 1982 : Packer 1982; Heppe r 1983; Winn and
Vestal 1986: Sun and Mal ler-Schwane 1997) and fishes (Quinn and Busack 1985: Olsen
1989: Brown and Brown 1992; Fitzgerald and Morrissette 1992; O lsen et al. 1996).
A variety of mec hanisms have been proposed for kin recognition. These include I)
spati al or locational cues . 2) direc t familiarity, 3) phenotype matchin g or indirect familiarity
and 4) recognition allele s. Spatial or locational cues is an indirect form of recognition.
Relatedness is determined based on an individual 's presence in a part icular location. rather
than on the perception o f recognition cues. Recognitio n through direct familiarity require s
a period ofassociation with kin in order to learn their individually distinctive phenotypes
(Halpin 199 1). The last two mechanis ms, phenotype matching and reco gnition alleles, al low
individuals to recognize kin with which they have had no prior experi ence. Phenotype
matching involves com parin g ' reco gni tion cues ' with a learned or genetically dicta ted
"recognitio n tem plate ' and recognition alleles are gene sequences that generate phenotyp ic
markers that allow individuals to be recognized as kin (Holmes and Shennan 1982:
Blaustein 1983: Waldman 1987).
The adaptive functions ofkin discrimination have been associated wi th a variety of
behaviour. Inclusive fitness benefits may be gained through the following behaviour:
cooperative defence (Greenberg 1979; Blaustein and O'Hara 1981: Shennan 1985) and
cooperative foraging with kin (Quinn and Busack 1985; Fnunhotf and Schneider 1987).
reduced cannibalism (Wails and Roudebush 1991: Pfennig ~t of. 1993) and reduced
aggressiontoward kin (Holmes and Shennan 1982: Packer 1982: Brown andBrown I993a.b:
Olsen et o f. 1996). and inbreeding avoidance (Grau 1982; Sun and MuUer-Schwarze 1997;
for a review of adaptive functions see. Waldman 1988).
Research on kin discrimination in freshwater fish has been focussed on juvenile
salmo nids (see review. Brown and Brown 1996b). Kin discrimination abilities have been
demonstrated in coho salmon (Oncorhynchus mutch) . Arctic chan (SaJvelinus a/pinus ).
Atlantic salmon (Sal mo salar). rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mytw) and brown trout
(SaJmon truna: Quinn and Busack 1985:01sen 1989; Brown and Brown 1992; Brown et al.
1993; Olsen el al. 1996). Familiarity and phenotype matching have been suggested as the
possible mechanism for kin recognition in salmonid species (Brown et al. 1993. Olsen et aJ.
1996). Ho.....ever. evidence from three species. coho salmon. Arctic charr and rainbow trout,
give support to a phenotype matching recognition mechanism (Quinn and Busack 1985;
Brown et at. 1993 Olsen et aJ. 1996). Individuals from these experiments were able to
recognize kin with which they had no prior experience (i.e . unfam iliar kin ; Olsen 1989;
Brown et aI. 1993). Tbe phenotype matching recogni tion mechanism fits with the life
history of salmonids. In general. salmonid eggs hatch asynchronousl y and alevins remain
in the gravel unti l the yolk is nearly absorbed. Fry emerge from the gravel and disperse
downstream to slower movi ng waters to beginexogenous feedi ng (Power 1980). The lack
of association amo ng fry from one nest would exclude direc t familiarity as a recognition
mec hani sm in salmonids .
Starvation and predati on are the primary ca uses of mortali ty for larval and juvenile
fish (Hunter 1981). In order to surviv e and reproduce an indivi dual must optimize foraging
time whil e minim izi ng the risk of predati on (Hunt 1965; l atta 1969; Elliott 1986) . Growth
is an importan t fact or for survi val in salmo nids and it has been demonstrated that larger
individuals have increased soc ial status (Chapman 1962; Abbott et aJ. 1985; Davis and Olla
1987). increased overwin ter survival (Hutchings 1991) and decreased time to smohificeticn
(Hirata et aI. 1988; Metcalfe et al. 1990). Thus . [acton tha t optimize growth in larval and
juvenile fisb should be se lected.
Kin related behavioural responses are one way fer j uvenile salmo nids to increase
growth . Previous studies in our laboratory on terri torial defence beha viour in rainbow trout
and Atlantic salmo n have demonstrated tha t individu als within kin grou ps de fend smal ler
terri tories. are less aggressive and show increased and less varia ble growth than indi viduals
in non-kin groups (Brown andBrown 1993a.,b; Bro wn et al. 1996).
The studies in this thesis were designed to determine if juvenile brook trout
(Salwli nusfonlinalis) have !heability to discriminate kin and to examine possible trade-offs
associated with kin-biased behaviour. Chapter 2 examines kin discrimination abili ties in
juveni le brook trout and the effect of cue water concentration (i.e. dens ity o f fish usedin
conditioning cue water ) on kin preferences . Chap let 3 exami nes a possible trade -offin kin-
biased behav iour with respect 10 soc ial status. "Thefinal chapter (Chapte r 4) presents a
swnm ary of the findings from Ihe presen t study and proposes directio n for future studies on
kin discrimination in salmonids.
CHAPTER2
KINDISCRIMINAnoN INJUVENILE BROOK TROUT ANDTHE EFFECTOFCUE
WATER CONCENTRAnON
2.1 Introd uction
Accon:1ing to Hami lton's (1964) model for the evolution of social behaviour .
individuals should be selected for the ability to recognize kin. This ability wo uld enable
ind ividuals to maxi mize the ir inclus ive fitness by bias ing social behavio ur toward kin or by
avoiding direct competitio n with kin (Wilson 1987). Kin disc riminatio n abilities based on
water-borne chemosensory cues have been demonstrated in ju veniles of many salmonid
species including coho salmon (Oncorhynchus Idsutch). Arcti c charr (Sal veli nus afp;nus),
Atlantic salmon (Sa/ma salar ) andrainbow trout (Oncorhynch us mylWs: Quinn and Busac k
J985: Olsen 1989; Bro wn and Bro wn 1992; Brown et aJ. 1993).
Juveni le salmonids in streams show a range of territorial behaviour (Scou and
Crossman 1973; Scortand Scott 1988) . Theabilityto obta.inand defend ' pre ferred' foraging
terri tories, thoseassociated with a high rate of prey delivery, is important for ear ly growth
andsurvi val (Fausch 1984: Pudet and Dill 1985; Metcalfe et al. 1m: Hutchings 199 1:
Gotceitas and Godin 1992). However. studies suggest that individuals may fonn shoals
when the cost of defending a territo ry exceeds me bene fit (Kallebcrg 1958; Mason and
Chapman 1965; Gibson 1981. Wallaceetal. 1988).
Theadaptive significance of kin discrimina tion in salmonids has been suggested to
be assoc iated with shoaling in coho salmo n and Arctic chatT(Quinn and Busack 1985; Olsen
1989) and territorial behaviour in rainbow trout and Atlantic salmon (Brown and Brown
1992: I993a.b; 19900.;Brown etaf. 1993). Inclusive fitness benefits may begained through
kin association in shoals or reduced aggression toward kin in neighbouring territories.
Previous studies in our laboratory on territory defenc e of rainbow trout and Atlantic salmon
have demonstrated that individuals within kin groups defend smaller territories. are less
aggressive and utilize a greater proportion of "threat' behavioural types rather than "overtly
aggressive' behavioural types (Brown and Brown 1993a.b) than individuals in non-kin
groups. These behaviour patterns reduce energy allocated to territorial defence (Feldmeth
1983; Pucketand Dill I985),reducetherisk ofserious physical injury (Jaeger 1981; Abbott
and Dill 1985), decrease visibility to avian predators (Huntingford 1976; Rosenau and
McPhail 1987) and allow increased foraging oppommities for subordinate individuals
(Brown and Brown 1993b: 1996a).
Genetic fitness in juvenile salmonids may be equated with early growth rates since
growth is one of the most important factors for survival at this stage. Research has
demonstratedthat larger individuals have increased social status (Chapman 1962; Abbott et
af. 1985; Davis and alia 1987), increased overwin ter survival [Hutchings 199 1). and
decreased time to smoltification (Hirata et aL 1988; Metcalfe et af. t 990). Evidence for
increased fitness benefits associated with kin groups has been shewn in Atlantic salmon.
rainbow troutand Arctic charr. Under laboratory conditions, individuals within kin groups
of these species showed increased and less variable growth than individuals in non-kin
groups (Brown and Brown J993 b: 1996a.. Brown et ol. 1996\.
Experimental protocols used to test for kin discrimination in the sabnonid species
listed above were similar . Ind ividual kin were placed in a rwc-cboice test tank andgiven the
opportwUty to spendtime in water co nditioned by either kin or non-kin. Preferences were
determined by testing many individuals under ..-arious configurations. The factor which
varied the most amo ng previous stud ies was the process by which the cue water was
conditioned. However. eac h study insured the use of eq ual fish densi ties (giL) in
co nditioning cue water and there fore equal cue wate r concentrations.
Quinn and Busack (1 985 ) placed 100 g of fish into 37· litre tanks . O lse n ( 1989)
placed an equal num ber of fish in tanksand tested threedi fferent cue water concentra tions
for one group in order to compensate for their smal l weight, The maxim um co ncentration
difference between the "",'0 groups in Olsen ' s experiment never exceeded 20'% and this
diffCTC'DCC' did not significantly influence the results. Brown andBrown (1992) and Brown
et al. ( 1993) used 25· litre buckets filled with cue water taken directly from 8o-l itre holding
tanks . The densiti es of fish within the tanks were simi lar (G.E. Brown. personal
co mmunication).
The initial experiment in this study was conducted to de termined if broo k trout
(Salvelirrus !o nriTIDlis) have the ability to discriminate kin based on wate r-borne
chemosensory cues. It was predicted brook trout wo uld have this ability since they share
similar life histo ry trai ts with the other salmonid spec ies tested (Mason and Chapman 1965;
Soon and Cross man 1973 ; G ibso n 198 1; McNicol et at. 1985 ). Preliminary res ults of the
first experiment suggested differences in cue wat er concentration affect kin preferenc es.
Given that kin discrimination in thepreviously tested species is based on chemosensory cues.
it is likely that thedens ity of fish usedto conditio n water could influence the discrim ination
(i .e. increased density leading to a stronger cue ; Moo re et al . 1994 ). A seco nd experi ment
was designed 10 lest this effect. It was predicted when the cue water concentrations were
equal. as in the first experi ment. individuals wou ld prefer wa ter conditioned by kin over non-
kin. However. when the cue water concentrations were unequal, the preference shown
toward kin may be reduced or elimirared.
22 Methods
2.2.1 Test Fish
Eggs were collected from wild caught brook trout. The kin group was created using
the eggs of one female and milt of one male (i.e. full-sibl ings ). The non-kin group was
created from four females and four males (standard hatchery mix). This fertilization protoco l
may create full andhalf siblings in the non-ki n group . However . this would only make the
test more conservative by reduc ing the potential diffcreoc e between the treatment groups .
Similar fertil ization protocols were usedby Brown andBrown ( I992; 1993a.b ; 1996a) and
Brown et aI. (1993 ). Each gro up of fertilized eggs was placed in separate trays in astaeked
tray incubator with a partiall y recirculating water supply system. This system al lowed for
the exc hange of chemical cues between treatm ent groups. However. familiarity within and
between each group would have beensimil ar at this stage .
After yolk.abso rption the fry were transferred to racewa ys measuring 100x 40 x 30
The kin group wasd ivided in half. fonning t\OoOgroupskin IA and kin l B. and placed
indifferent raceways with separate water flow systems. Thi s pennined the use of unfam iliar
kin in the k.indiscrimination experimen t (Brown and Brown 1992) . The groups were
transferred to separate 80 L aquaria at approximately five months post -hatch, Fish were fed
sal monltrout feed, ad /ibiluM. twice per day . Testin g beganapproximately seven months
post- hatch (mean (±SE) weight 19 .64 ±O.57 g and mean (±SE) length 12.68±O.2 em). The
water temperature in the aquaria and the test tankranged from 8.5 to 12.0 "C throu ghou t the
study pe:riod.
2.2.2 Test Tank
An opaq ue acry lic two-choice test lank (described by Brown and Brown 1992 )
measuring II Ox 35 x35crn. with a dividing wall running lengthwise down the centre o f the
tank was used. A perforated removable barrier was placed 25 em from the downstream
sec tion of the tankwhere the dividing wall ended . This created the acclimation/no choice
arm of the test tank . A water level o f 7 em was maintained by two outfl ows ar the end of
each alley . Ambient fresh water was fed directly into each all ey o f the test tank at
approximately 2 Umin. Cue water was takenfrom two 40 L conditioning tanksand placed
in 25 L buckets at the upward end of the test tank . Tbe cue water from these buckets was fed
into the test tank at approxi mately I U min. This creat ed a water flow within the test tank
of ap proximately 8 cmls (Figure 2.1).
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Figure: 2.1: Schematicdiagram of the two-cbcice test tankusedto examinekin
discrimination abilities in j uvenile:brook trout.
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2.2.3 Experimental Protocol
Experiment I : Kin discrim ination in juveni le broo k trout
The procedure was simi lar to tha t usedby Quinn and Busack (1985 ) and Brown and
Brown ( 1992) . Fish were placed in 40 L co nditioning tanks (cue water fish densi ty .. 12 gIL.
appro ximatel y 24 individuals) . After 30 minutes. cond itio ned cue water wastrans ferred to
25 Lbucke ts at the upward end of the test tank . The ambi e nt freshwater flow was turned on
and an individ ual test fish was placed in the acc limation/no choice area o f the test lank and
allowed to acclimatize for J minutes. The cue water wasthen started and the fish was given
another J minutes to acc limatize . A total accli mation period o f 6 minutes was suffic ien t to
allow the fish to resume ' normal ' swimming behaviour. After the acc limati on period. the
barrier was removed allowin g the test fish to move around the test tank. Two behaviowal
measures were recorded for 10 minute trials : I) initial and final choice and 2) the time spent
in either al ley or acc limation/no choice area, The fish was reco rded as entering or leaving a
cboice erea whenhalfofits body hadcrossed the position ofthe remova ble barri er. Twen ty
fish were tested in each trial configurati on : ( I) famili ar kin vs. blank (am bient fresh pond
water) (2) non-kin vs. blank (3 ) famili ar kin \"S . non-kin (4) unfamili ar kin \"S. non-kin (5)
familiar kin '0'5. unfamiliar kin (6) eon-kin vs. Atlantic salmon (heterospecific) . A correct
choice was detmni.n ed when kinchose water conditioned by kin (or non-kin in the non-kin
'0'5. blank and thenon-kin 10'5. Atlantic salmon trials). In the fami liar kin \IS . unfamil iar kin
trial. familiar kin was arb itrari ly chosen as the correct choice. Each fish was only tested once
and the test lank was cleaned with fresh and saltwater rinses betwee n each trial to remo ve
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any res id ual cues from the previous trial. The al ley to which the cue water was fed was
alt erna ted aft er each trial to el imi nate any preferences the fishmay have for a particular side
of thc tank.. The 40 L condi tioning tankswere also cleaned with fresh and saltwater rinses
betwee n eac h trial configuration.
Expe rimen t 2: Theeffect of cue wat er concentration on kin di scriminatio n
The proc ed ure wasthe same as experiment I . with the exce ptio n of manipulatin g cue
water co ncentra tions. Threedens ities offish were used : 12 WI- (as in experi ment I), 24 gIL
and 48 gIL. These fish dens ities crea ted low, medium and high cue water concentrations
respectively. Fifteen fish were tested in eac h trial co nfiguratio n: ( I) hig h kin vs. high non-
ki n (2) high kin vs. tow kin (3) high non-ki n vs. low non- kin( 4) high non -kin 'is. low ki n (5 )
mediwn non-kin vs. low kin (6) low non-kin 'is. high Atlantic salmo n (he terospeci fie) . A ll
kin usedin this ex periment were unfami liar kin. A correct choice was determined when test
individuals chose water conditioned by kin in the high kin vs, high non-kin trial. or the non-
kin in the lownon-kin vs. high Atlantic salmon trai l. Fo r all other trials acorrece choice was
determined when kin chose water co nditioned wi th the higher cue water concen tration.
2.24 Statistical Analysis
A binomial test was co nduct ed on the initial and final cho ices to test for de viations
from random distri but ion (Siegal 1956). The proporti on of time spen t in each alley and
acclimation/no choice area W8$ analysed using the Wilc oxon's matched-pairs signed-ranks
lest (S iegal 1956).
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2.3R~ts
Whenrust introdue:cd into the test tank.indivi duals swamaround theacclimation/no
choice area. Once the cue water flo w started, the test fish oriented towards the flow and
swam adjacent to the removab le barrier . After the barrier was removed and the trial began.
most individuals made their initial choice within the first 30 seconds.
In all trial configurations conducted inexperiments I and2 no signi fican l differences
werefound in the initial choice (i.e. equal preference for both correct and incorrect choice ).
There were significant differences in final choice , choosi ng the correc t over the incorrec t
alley. in 7 of the 12 trial configuratio ns (Table 2. 1).
2.3.1 Experiment I :
In all trial configurat ions . except familiar kin "5. unfamil iar kin, kin spent a
significantly greater proportion o f time in the correct cho ice alley. This result indica tes a
pre ference for wate r conditio ned by kin over non-kin (or non-kin in the non-kin "5.
heterospecific trial; p < O.OS). Therewas no signi ficant difference in the proporti on of time
spent in either alley for the fami liar kin vs. unfamil iar kin trial suggesti ng anequal preference
for bam cues (p ~ O.OS; Table 2.2. Figure 2.2).
2.32 . Experiment 2:
In all trial configurations, except low kin vs. medium non- kin. kin spe nt a
signi ficantly grea ter proportion of time in the correct choice alley. Thi s result indicates a
preference for the higher cue water concentration ind epend ent of kinship (p < 0.05). There
was no significant difference in the proporti on oftime spe nt in either al ley for the low kin
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Table 2.1: Initial and final choices(correct, incorrect) made by juvenile brook trout in the various trialconfigurations(Binomial
test) .
Trial Configuration Initial choice Finalchoice
Correct Incorrect p Correct Incorrect No choice
Experiment I:
Familiar kin vs. blank 10 10 0.590 14 4 2 0.015-
Non-kin vs. blank 10 10 0,590 I . I 3 0.001-
Familiar kinvs. non-kin 13 7 0,132 II 4 5 0,059
Unfamiliar kin vs. non-kin 10 10 0.590 IS 4 0,0 10-
Familiar kinvs. unfamiliar kin 8 12 0.252 13 s I 0.084
Non-kin vs. Atlanticsalmon 9 II 0.4 12 14 5 I 0.032-
v: Experiment 2:
Highkin vs. high non-kin 7 8 0,500 II 3 I 0,029-
High kin vs. low kin II 4 0.059 8 5 2 0.291
Highnon-kin vs. low non-kin 7 8 0.500 10 2 3 0.019-
High non-kin vs. low kin 9 • 0.304 10 3 2 0.046-
Medium non-kin vs. low kin 8 7 0.500 3 • • 0.254
Low non-kinvs
high Atlantic salmon 9 6 0.304 8 5 2 0,291
Note: -, p < 0.05. ExperimentI, n '" 20; Experiment 2, n - 15
Cue water fish density: Experiment I .. 12 gIL; Experiment 2, Low = 12giL, Medium> 24 gIL, High " 48 gil.
Table 2.2: Proportion of IotaItimespentbyjuvenile brooktrout in each area of the test tank and the statistical
comparisons within each trial configuration fromexperiment I (Wilcoxon's SignedRanks Test (Z)).
Trial Configuration Proportion of total time Correct vs. incorrect
Correct Incorrect No choice
(Z)
Familiarkin vs. blank 0,613 0.251 0.136 -3.40·
Non-kin vs. blank 0.683 0.127 0.190 -3.92·;;;
Familiar kin vs. non-kin 0.573 0.310 0.117 -2.35·
Unfamiliar kin vs. non-kin 0,618 0.243 0.138 -3.29·
Familiarkinvs. unfamiliar kin 0.414 0.425 0.161 -0.52
Non-kin vs. Atlanticsalmon 0.654 0.243 0.138 -3.62·
Note: •• p < 0.05. n - 20.
Cue water fishdensity =12 sfL.
~rL n 1(·" ~ I
0.0 LInnJ
l.°liJ·
mm
...""....,.. liJ",omlll., .," ".
~ 0.8 non-kin non-kin
.2 0.6
&. 0.4
.t 0.2 ; ~~ :'
- .
0.0 .
1.0 ..= = = ---, r==;;-- ----,
0.'
0.'
0.4
0.2
0.0
Figure2.2: Proportionof time spentby juvenile brooktroutin each areaof the test tank
for the varioustrialconfigurations fromexperiment I . C. correctchoice; IN, incorrect
choice; NC. no choice. Vertical bars show standarderror;n " 20. Cue water fish density -
12g1L.
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Vi. medium non-kin trial suggesti ng an equal preference for bothcues (p ~ 0.05: Tab le 2.3.
Figure 2.3).
2.4 Discuss ion
The results from Ute first experiment indicate that juveni le broo k lltlUt have the
ability to discriminate kin basedo n W3k r-bome chemosensorycues. Indivi dual kin preferred
to spend time in water conditioned by kin and did not discriminate between fami liar and
unfamiliar kin. The results of the second experime nt suggests individual s are also able 10
detect differences in cue water concentration. These results demonstrate that di fferen ces in
cue water concentratio n affectkin cue wate r pre feren ce, Individuals preferred the higher cue
water concentrati on indepe ndent of kinshi p.
Territorial behavio ur is characteristic in stream dwelling juvenile sahnonids
[Kalleberg 1958:Masonand Chapman 1965: Scott and Crossman 1973: Gibso n 198 1: See n
and Scott 1988). However . the degree to which feeding taTitOrie$ are maintained and/or
aggressively defended varies between species and environm ents. Brook trout. coho salmon
andArctic dwrare considered to beless aggressive and sbow more shoaling behaviour than
rainbow trout and Atlantic salmon (Hoar 1951. Gibso n 1981. Olsen 1989). The trade-off
betwee n territoriality and shoaling in fish is based on enviro nmental factors such as intruder
press ure, prey abundan ce and distribution. and predati on risk (Kal leberg 1958: Mason and
Chapman 1965: Kawana be 1969; Pitcher et a/. 1982: Wallace et ai. 1988; Godin 1996).
These factors are associa ted with an increased cost in territorial defence and/or an increased
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Table 2.] : Proportion of total timespent by juvenile brook trout in each area of the test tank and the statistical
comparisonswithineach trial configuration fromexperiment2 (Wilcoxon'sSignedRanksTest (Z» .
TrialConfiguration Proportionof lolaI time
Correct Incorrect No choice
Highkin vs. highnon-kin 0.5.46 0.]04 0.150
High kin vs. low kin 0.659 0,228 0,11l
:0 High non-kinve.low non-kin 0.597 0.250 0. 153
High non-kinVS. low kin 0.266 0.516 0.218
Mediumnon-kin vs. low kin 0.387 0.448 0.165
Lownon-kin vs 0,615 0.270 0. 115
high Atlanticsalmon
Note: · ,p < 0.05. n oo 15.
Cue water fish density: Low > 12 giL, Medium> 24 giL, High e 48 gil
Correct vs. incorrect
(Z)
-2.]9·
-] .18·
-] .41·
-2,91·
-1,25
-141·
1.0 High kin vs.
0'
high non ·kin
0.'
04
02
0.0
1.0
0'
0'
0.2
0.0
1.0
0.'
04
0.2
0.0
NC IN NC
Figure2.3: Proportion of total time spent by juvenile brook trout in each area of the test
forme various trial configurations fromexperiment 2. C. correct choice: IN. incorrect
choice; NC. no cho ice. Vertical bars show standarderror. n = I S. Cue water fish
densi ties: low =12g/L. Medium = 24 gfL, High = 48 gIL.
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benefit associ ated with sboaI ing. KaJlebeTg (1958) suggested lhat the increased COSI o f
territo rial defence (i,e. agonisti c behaviour ) Wlderhigh popula tion dmsities forces terri torial
individuals to shoal . The bene fits of shoaling include increased foraging efficiency when
prey are limited 10 patc hy environme nts (Pitcher et aJ. 1982) and a reduced risk of predati on
through such anti-predator tactics as predator evasion. predat or confusion and ear ly predator
detection (Maso n and Chap man 1965 : Magumm et ai, 198 5: revi ewed by Godi n 1996 ). In
general . under periods o f stress (e.g. high predati on. low food ) shoaling behaviour may be
more beneficial than terri torial behavio ur .
In the presen t study . the high density offish usedin conditioning cue water and the
potential stress ful enviro nmenc of the test tanlcappears to have induced a shoaling response
in the test fish . Individual kin. in both experiments. pre ferred war er co nditioned by kin over
non-kin when the cue water concentrati ons were eq ual . However. .....hen give n a choice
between unequal conce ntratio ns of cue .....ater fro m the same treatm ent gro up 1i.e. high kin
"'5. low kin and high non-kin \ 'S. low no n-kin ). or both treatm ent groups (Le. high non-kin
"'5. low kin). individ uals pre ferred the higher concen tration. lodividuels may perceive the
various cue WJUer concentrations as an indicaIor of shoal size and base prefermces on these
differences. If this is true. the results sugg est that when shoal size is equal brook trout may
prefer to shoal with kin over non-kin, However. if given a choice between large and smal l
shoals.individual kin may prefer large r shoals independent of kinship.
Research focussed on theeffec t of shoal size and predation risk has found larger
sboals detect predators sooner (Magurmn et al. 19 85). and as shoal size increases the per
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capi ta risk of predation decreases (Neill and Cul len 1914 ; Major 1918: Tremblay and
FitzgmJd 1919: Krause and Godin 1995). However , competition for resources within shoals
increases with shoal size. The trade-offs associat ed with shoaling behaviour are reviewed
by Bertram( 1918), Pitcher andParrish (1993) and Pitcher (1996).
Studies examini ng fish shoaJ preferences have dem onstrated that individual s prefer
tojoin larger sboaIs (Kee nlysi de 1955: Hager and Hel fman 1991; Krause and Godin 199 :5)
andIOI'" shoals co nsisting of familiar individuals (Brown andColgan 1986 ; Magurran e t aI.
1994; Chive:rseral. 199 5: Griffiths and Magurnm 1997) . Sboalsconsisringofkin will have
the:added benefits gained through ' inclusive fitnesS' and reduced costs associated with
competition. Evidence for kin shoaling preferences have been found in labora tory studies
conducted on toad tadpoles (Waldman 1982) , threes pine sticklebacks (Van Herve and
Fitzgerald 1988: Fitzgerald and Morrissett e 1992) and coho salmon (Quinn et aJ. 1994 ).
However, a field lest eval uating kinship in soci al groups of coral reef fish found no evidence
for kin preferences (Avise and Shapi ro 1986).
In the:present study , the potential direct fimess benefits gainedby individual kin in
large shoal s of non-kin (i.e. increased foraging efficiency, reduced risk of predanou) may
offset any losses in ' inc lusive fitness ' gainedby jo ining a small shoal of kin ti.e.increased
growth ofkin; selfish herd ). No significant pre ferenc e occurred when the:difference in cue
water concentration was red uced (i.e. low kin vs. medi um non- kin) . In this case, the:
potential direct fitness benefits gained in the larger shoal of nc n-kin may equal those gained
through' inc lusive fitness' in a smaller shoal ofkin, The syste m in this study represents a
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trade-o ff between an indi vidual 's direct fitDess (e.g. survi val of Ole individ ual ) and indirect
fitness(e.g . survival of relared individual s).
The densities of fish used in this experiment were artificial ly high and may not
naturally occur under field cond itions (Grant and Kramer 1990). It has been demonstrated
that concen trations of urine. suggested to be involved in kin recognition. as low as one part
in 10'0was sufficient to evoke an olfactory respo nse in Atlanti c salmo n (Moo re er aJ. 1994).
However. in the present study. dens ities lower than12 gIL may not hav e been sufficient to
induce shoaling beha viour in juvenile brook trout .
The results from the two beha vioural measures anal ysed in this study did not yield
the same co nclus ions. Results from the initial and final choice measure were inconsistent
and could not be used to support the abi lity for juveni le broo k trout to discrim inate kin.
Individuals swinuning aroundthe test tank. spending a greater proponio n o f time in the
correc t alley . may be recorded in the incorrect alley or no choice am of the rest tankat the
mdoftbe 10 minute oia1(increas ing type II error) . The proponion o f time spent in each
alley was a more reliab le indicator ofdiscrimination abilities . These result are in agreement
with Brown and Bro wn (1992) .
In summary, evidence from this study suggests juvenile broo k trout. in a stressfu l
environmen t, may have the ability ( 0 se lect shoals based on shoal -size and kinship . The
adaptive significance of kin discrimina tio n in salmonids may be re lated to both shoaling and
territorial behaviour depen ding on the spec ies tested and envi ronmental conditions (e.g. fish
densi ty). General statements regarding the main benefi t of kin reco gni tion in juveni le
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salmonids would bedi fficult to make. Species tested thus far show varying degrees of both
territo rial and shoal ing behaviour. If kin discrimination in saJmonids is primari ly associated
with terri toriality. then species that rarely exhibit terri tceial behaviour such as pink salmon
(Onco rlryndrusgorbwcha) and sockeye salmon (Orrcorh),7JChus nerka: Hoar 1958). may not
have the:ability to discri minate kin.
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CHAPTER 3
KIN-BlASED SPAllAL DlSTRlBUllON AND THE EFFECT
OF SOCiAl STATUS INJUVENILE BROOK TROUT
3.l lntroduetio n
Stream dwelling salmonids deposit and bury fertilized eggs among gravel substrate
in reeds . Alevins remain in the grave l during yo lk absorption and then enter the water
column as fry to begin exogenous feeding (Balon 1980; Power 1980 ). Competition for food
and shelter is high at this stage and survival depends upon an individual 's ability to obtain
and defend resources (Hunt 1965; Lana 1969; Crone and Bond 1976: Mason 1976: Elhon
1986). Dominance hierarchies are fonn ed and maintained through agonistic behaviour
between neighbouring individuals( Reimcrs 1969; Hixon 1980). Dominant individuals obtain
the most ' preferred' foraging sires. those associated with a high rate of prey delivery. forcing
subordinate individuals into less optimal sites with a lower potential for gro wth (Chapman
1962; Jenkins 1969; Fausch 1984; Grant 1990).
Genetic fitness in juvenile salmonids may be equated with early growth rates. as
growth is one of the most imponan l factors for survival at this stage . Research has
demonstrated that larger individuals have increased social status (Chapman 1962; Abbott et
aJ. 1985: Davis and Olla 1981), increased overwinter survival (Hutchings 1991). and
decreased time to smoltification (Hira ta et al. 1988; Metcalfe et al. 1990).
Factors such as age, experienc e. victory/defeat in previous encounters. prior
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residency . innate aggression and size have been suggested as determinants of dominance in
juveni le fish(Jenkins 1969: Wilson 1975: Huntingford eta!. 1990: Swainand Riddell 1990).
However. size alone hasbeenshown to be a reliabl e pred ictor of domi nanc e in juvenile
salmonids{Chapman 1962;Jenkins 1969; Ab bott et al. 1985: Ferguson and Dannnan 1985:
Davis and a lia 1987). Abbott er al. (1985) found that larger individuals appear to beassured
dominance . even in situat ions where weight differences were only 5 percent . Metcalfe et al.
(1989) and Hunti ngford et al. (1990 ) suggest that earl y social status in salmonids is
determined by aggress ion. The most aggressive individuaJ s obtain the most preferred
foraging sites and.. as a result, grow faster . They suggest that size is a conseq uence of social
status ROtvice versa.
Dominant individual s benefit thro ugh faster growth rates . However. thei r position
does not come without costs . Agonistic behav iour used in maintainin g dominant positions
are energetically expensive (Feldmeth 1983; Pucker and Dill 1985). increase visibility to
avian predators (Huntingford 1976: Rosena u and McPhai l 1987). reduce time al located to
foragin g (Fenderson et al. 1968; McNico l et aI. 1985) and can result in se rious phys ical
injury (Jaeger 198 1; Abbott andDill 1985 ). Dominant indivi duals can minimize:the cost of
resource de fenc e and maximize "inclusive f itness' benefi ts by reducing agonistic behaviour
toward neighbouring kin. Direct fitness benefits may be gained through increased energy
availab le for growth and indirec t fitness benefits may be obtai ned. since subordinate kin
would have increased access to preferred foraging sites and spend less energy avoiding
agonisti c encounters.
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Kin discri mination abilit ies have been found in a number of juvenile saImoni d
spccies (Quinnand Busack 1985; Olsen 1989; Brown andBrown 1992; Brown et al. 1993).
Previous studies in our laboratory on territorial defence behaviour in rainbow trout and
Atlantic salmon have demonstrated that individual s within kin groups defend smal ler
territories. are less aggress ive. and utili ze a greater proportio n of tthreat' behavioural type s
(i.e. low energy, low risk) rather than 'o vertly aggressive' behavioural types (i .e. high energy ,
high risk) compared to individuals in non-kin groups (Brown and Brown 1993a.b).
According to Hami lton' s (1964) model. kin-biased behaviour will only be selected
when the behaviour is sufficiently bene ficial to the individual . andits kin. to outwei gh any
direct fitness costs associated with the behaviour. Brown andBrown (I 993b ) suggest thai.
kin-biased territorial behavi our are alway s present. but may be reduced when resources are
limited . Even under low quality territo ries (i.e . low food. high predation risk). subordinates
within kin groups had higher survival potential through increased foraging relative to
subordinat es in non-kin groups (Brown and Brown 1993a.b; 19900).
Previous studi es in our laboratory were conduc ted on groups of kin or non-kin
separate ly. andmatched for size (i.e. less than 5 % difference in bodyweight) . 10reduce the
effects of dominan t/subo rdinate relationships (Abbo tt et al. 1985). The goal of the prese nt
study was to exam ine a possible trade-off in kin-biased behaviour with respect to soc ial
status in juvenile broo k trout. Mixed groups of kin and non-kin were studied toge ther.
reflecting a more natural stream environment. Based on the results from previous studies.
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it was pred icted that. in mixed groups of kin and non-ki n. I) kin would spend a grea ter
proportion oftime nearest kin. 2) ki n would be less aggressive towardkin. and 3) kin wo uld
show increased growth. These pred ictions were tested under two testi ng cond itions. One
test group introd uced into the tank was similar in size to the resident gro up (less than 5 %
difference in body weigh t) and the other introd uced group was larger than the resident group
(35· 80 % difference in body wei ght ). It was predicted that gro ups of simi lar-s ized
individuals would benefit from kin-biased behavio ur. thro ugh ' inclusive fitness' , while
gro ups with two sizeclasses would not. larger individ ual s withi n these groups may be able
to obtain greater direct benefits. as a result of their increased social status. to offse t any
po ten rial loss in ind irect fitness benefits.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1. Test Fish
Two kin groups (Kin I and Kin 2). and one non-ki n group (No n.ki n). were created
from wild caught brook trout. Fo r details of this procedure and general reari ng conditions see
Chapter 2, After testing for kin discrimination abilities (see Chapter 2) each group was
moved from 80 L aquaria into Wee separate 300 l ho lding tanks. Familiarity within each
grou p was simi lar. Test fish were anaesthetized using MS 222 and marited with a silver
brand. dipped in liqui d nitrogen , for indiv idual identific ation.
Fish were fed salmon/trou t feed. ad libitum, once per day, Testing began
appro ximately 10 months post-ha tch. The mean weigh t (%SE) and length (±SE) of the
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residen t group. same-size introduced group and larger-size: introduced group were
86.49%3.57 g and 17.62±O.27 em. 77.29%8.03 g and 17.07±O.55 em. 126.67±6.50 g and
17.62±O.27em. respectively . Water in the holdin g and lest tanks was heated 10 maintain a
relatively stable temperature ranging from 13.4 to 16.2 "C. througho ut the stud y.
3.2.2 Tes t Tank
The recircu latingartifieial stream lank described by Brown and Brown ( 1993b) was
usedin this experiment The stream tankmeas ured 9.1 by 3.1 m overall . The:oval stream
consisted o f two ehannelsjo ined by a pool section. A screen barrier located at the end o f one
channel confined thetest fIShto an area l.2m wide by 5.8 m long. Gravel (average size < 1.5
em indiamet er) lined the floor of the stream lank . White quartz, similar in size to thegravel
formed a visible grid (0.09 m l ) al lowing distances between individ uals 10 beestimated A
paddle-whee l. located at the upward end of the wide channel . generated a uniform current
with a water velocity of approx imate ly 18em. sec ". The water level wasmaintained at 0.40
m and the water temperature ranged between 13.4 and 16.2 '"Cthrougho ut the stud y. Two
lighting systems . flourescent and incandescent, were used 10create a 12112 hour darkIl ight
sched ule with an hour dawn/dusk period. An automatic feeder at the upward end of the
stream tank delivered salmon/trout feed (1 % mean body ....e ight per fish ) at aconstaat rare
throughout the day . starting at 0900 bours . The feed level was chosen such thai it was below
levels of satiation for all individuals. but not scarc e. Territorial behavio ur typ ical ly occurs
under these feed conditions (KaI1eberg 1958).
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3 .2.3 Experimental Protocol
A residen t group of [\10'0 kin and two non-kin matched for size wen: placed in the
stream tank . After a stab le soc ial h ierarchy was established. approximately five days, two
fish, cons istin g of one kin and one non-kin matched for size were introdu ced into the tank .
Two size cl asse s of introduced fish were exam ined : those sim ilar in size to theresident group
(less than 5 0;' differe nce in bod y weight ) and those 35-80 percent larger than the res ident
group. Each gro up of six test fish were observed for 1.5 hours per da y per five da y trial
between, 0900 and 1100 hours. A dens ity ofsix fish was chosen to ensure that al l avai lable
territo ries coul d beoccupied (Gr.tnt and Kram er 1990 ). Densitiesgreater-than six individual s
resulted in a swi tch from terri torial to shoali ng beha viour in the tank (perso nal obse rva tion:
Kalkberg 1958). Hence . six individuals were used to ensure territorial beha viour.
Observations were conducted duri ng initial daily feeding w hen the freque ncy o f agoni stic
behaviour was greatest (Ne wm an 1956: Mason and Cha pman 1965) . Distance to nearest
neigh bour VilIS dete rmined fo r introd uced indi vid uals. at 15 minute intervals. throughout the
observ ati on peri od . The agonistic beha viour panems quantified are listed in Tab le 3.1.
These inc lude three ' overtlyaggressive' beha vio ural types (i .e . high energy , high risk ) and
three' threat ' beha vioural types (i.e. law energy . low risk ), Aggressi ve interactions were
recorded thro ughout the obse rva tion period usin g scan sam p ling. Eigh t introd uctions. four
of each size class , were co nducted on both kin groups for a total of 16 introducti ons. Test
fish were anaesthetized with MS 222, weighed and measured at the beginning and end of
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Table 3,I: Operational definitions of theagonisticbehaviour quantified, with key references
::
Agonistic behaviour
'Overtlyaggressive' behavioural types
Charge
Chase
Nip
'Threat' behavjouraltyoes
Display
Supplant
Drift
Operational definitionand references
Individual swims rapidlytoward anintruding individual. ChargingusuaUy endswith
the attack er biting the intruding fish (Keenlysideand Yamamoto 1962)
Similar to chargeexcept the eueckercontinues to pursue the intruding fish for a
minimum of two bodylengths (Keenlyside and Yamamoto 1962;Brown andBrown
I993a)
Movement to bite another individual, need not involve actual contact (Hoar 195I ~
Keenlyside and Yamamoto1962)
Erection of all lins, mouthopen and the head flexed either upwardwith the tailor
downward below the tail (Keenlysideand Yamamoto1962)
Dominant individual swimsupstreamandtakes the positionof a subordinateindividual
without contest. Subordinate individual usually turns aroundandswimsdownstream
(Gibson 1973, 19BI)
Dominantindividual drifts downstream towards a subordinate individual with no
apparent aggression. Thesubordinate individual either driftsfurther downstreamor
flees (Jenkins 1 969 ~ Gibson 1973, 19BI)
each trial.
3.2A . Statistical Analysis
Gctests for goodness of tit were conducted on the nearest neighbour data to test for
deviat ions from a random distribution (Sa kal and Rohlf I995). The behavioura l data were
analysed using Kruskal- w allis one-way analysis of variance (Siegel 1956). Percent weight
changes were analysed using one-way ANOVA and the resid uals tested with normalit y plots.
Randomization tests were conducted on growth data not meeting the assumptions of the one
-way ANOVA (Sak al and Rohlf 1995).
3.3 Results
Individuals accl imated quickly to the artificial stream tank and the most dominant
posit ion. closest to the automatic feeder at the upward end of the tank. was defended within
24 hour s. Individual s held positions approximately 10 cm above the substrate and foraged
within the water colum n and on the substrate . This behaviour is typ ical of stream-dwe lling
brook trout (Gibson 1973;1981).
A resident non-kin individua l held the most dom inant position in 6 of the 8 same-size
introductions . In the larger-size introduct ions. the introduced non-kin held the most
dominant position in 6 of the 8 trials. Only the most dominant individual in the same-size
introduct ions and the two larger introduced individuals in the larger-size introductions
defended the same territory throu ghout the trial period. All other individuals moved around
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in their subordinate pos itions . defending smal l foraging areas. \o\trilemaintaining a stabl e
social hierarchy. Theresu.lts from Kin I and Kin 2 did nocdiffer significantly for an:v ofthe
parameters tested. Both kin groups were poo led for further anal ysis ISok.aland Rohlf 199:5).
In order to de termine if kin spent a significantly grea ter proportion of t ime nearest
kin. the expected proportions. asswn ing a random distribution. were calculated and compared
to observ ed propo rtio ns . An individual kin had2 kin neigh bours and 3 non-ki n neighbours .
Therefo re. indivi dual kin were expected to spenda mean proporti on ofOA and 0.6 of their
time nearest kin and non-kin respecti ve ly. Thereverse bein g true for a non- kin indj"id ual .
The results show thai introd uced kin spent a signi ficantly greater pn>rOtrio n of timerearesr
other members of the kin group in both same- size (G '" 29.34. P < 0.000 1) and larger-size
introductions (G "" :5.857. P .. 0.01 5). Whereas.. same -size introduced non-kin fit the
expected disuibution (G "" 1.50. p . 0.22) . and larger introduced non-kin spenta significantl y
greater proporti on of time nearest mem bers of the kin group (G " 21A6. P < 0.000 1: Figure
3.1). Theseresults indicate a eo n-ran dom disui butio n o f indi viduals, wi th individual kin
spendinga signifi can d y greater propo rtion of time nearest kin.
Tberewere no significantdiff~ in the mean frequenc y o f agonistic bebavi our .
for either 'overtl y aggressive ' or ' threar ' behavioural types. initiated by residen t iedividuals
toward introduced iodividuals ofs imi lar size t Figw-e3.2. Appendix A) . or for thoseinitiated
by larger introd uced indi viduals toward the resident group (Figure 3.3. Appendix B ).
However. individual kin and. non-kin were both generall y more aggressive toward membe rs
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Figure3.1: Observedproportion af time introduced indivi dua l's nearestneighbour was a
memberof the kinor ROn-kingroup(hatebed.bars) for(a) same-size introductions and (b)
larger-size introductions. The expected proportions of 0.4 and 0.6 (open bars) highlight
observeddeviations. D - 8. • Denotessignificant differences at p < O.OS.
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Figure 3.2: Mean (+ SE) freque ncy of ago nisti c behaviour per observation period per 5 day
trial initi ated by resi dent individuals toward introd uced kin (open bars) and introduced non-
kin (hatched bars) of similar size for (a) 'overtly aggressive ' behavi oural types and (b)
' threat' behavioural [}'PeS . v ertical bars show standard error, n '" 8.
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Figure 3.3 : Mean (+ SE) frequencyof agonist ic behavio urper observation period per5 day
trial initiated by larger introducedindividualstowardresident kin(open bars) andresident
non-kin (hatched bars) for (a) ' overtly aggressive' behavioural types and (b) 'threat'
behavioural types.
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of the non-kin group .
Resident kinand non-kin individuals hadsimi lar percent weight gains in bothsame-
sitt(Fl.l
'
= 0 .7. p " 0.4 1) and larger-size (F u , ""0.68 . p - 0 .42) introductio ns. However .
introd uced kin in the same- size introductions hadsigni fican tly greater percen t weight gai ns
than me introduced non- kin (Randomization test. p os 0.044 ). Therewere no significan t
differences in weight gain between introduced kin and non-kin in the larger- size
introductions (F w = 2.20. p - 0.16: Figure 3.4 ).
3.4 Discuss io n
A trade-offwith respect to soc ial sta tus was not apparent in this syste m. The resu lts
demonstrate that individual kin of bo th size introd uc tions spent a signi fican tly grea ter
proportion of time nearest kin than would be expected from random distribution. Non- ki n
individuals fit the expected distri butio n in same- size introd uctions. but spent a significan tly
greater proponion of time nearest kin in larger- size introduc tions . These results can be
explained by the observed distribution of indi vidual s.
In thesame- size introd uctions. the most dominant individual wasa res ident non-kin
in six out oftbe eight trialsconducted. Thekin group aggregated behind themost dominan t
non-kin individual and the two remaining non -kin indi viduals were dispersed in the most
subordina te positions. furthest from thefood source . In the two trials in which a resident kin
obtained the most dominant position, the kin group remained aggreg ated in the mos t
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Figure3.4: Mean (+SE) percent weightgain of'kin (open bars)and non-kin (hatched bars)
inthe (a)residentgroupand(b) introducedgroupforsame-sizeandlarger-size introductions.
* Denotes significant differencesat p < 0.05 . Vertical barsshow standarderror;n '"8.
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preferred foraging area and the non-kin individuals held pos itions outside the kin group. in
the most subordinate positions. In the larger introductions. the introduced kin and non-kin
obtained the most dominant positions . As in the same-size introductions. the non-kin held
the most dominant position in six out of the eight trials . The kin group aggregated behind
the most do minant non-kin individua l. and the two remaining non-kin individuals were
dispersed in the most subordinate pos itions. In the two trials in which the introduced kin
obtained the most dominant posit ion. the distribution differed only in the reversal of the two
most dominant positions (see Figure 3.5 for schematic representations of the observed
distributions).
Although there were no significant differences in the frequency of agonistic
behaviour. individual kin and non-kin were genera lly more aggressive toward members of
the non-kin group. The increase in aggression between non-kin individuals may be a result
of the two subordinate non-kin competing against one anothe r for the best possible foraging
site and/o r aggression from the most dominant non-kin when the subordi nate non-kin move
into the most preferred foraging site in order to gain access to food. Previous experiments
have indicated that aggress ion is greatest in an upstream position when subordina tes move
temporarily in front of dominant individuals (Grant et al. 1989; Gotcei tas and God in 1992).
Parker et aJ. (19R9)state that in social hierarchies the greatest differenc e in fitness
occurs in the last two positions. where resources are most limited. Therefore. it is not
surprising that significant differences in weight gain were only observed between introduced
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Figure 3.5: Schemati c representations of the observed distributions of kin and non-kin in the artificial
stream tank (see text for details).
kin and non-kin in the same- size introductions. since these individual s he ld positions in the
most subordinate area furthest from the food source . Differences in weight gain would not
have beenexpec ted between introduced kinand~kin in thelarger-size introductions since
both foraged within themost pre ferred site .
Dominance in this sys tem may be based mainly on innate aggression. size andprior
residency. 01her factors such as age and experience. suggested to influence do minance. were
eq ual. Tbe most dominant non -kin individual in the same-size introductions would have
esta blished its pos ition in the most preferred foraging site through aggressive behaviour .
However. dom inant individual s defendi ng the most preferred forag ing sites increase their
access to food and grow fasterthan subordinates . which furtherreinforces their do minance
and helps maintain their position (Kcebele 1985). Prio r residency of the resident group
would have forced introduced kin and non-kin in the same -see introductions into the more
subordinate positions. In the larger-size introductions the pairofinttoduced kin and non-kin
would have established their position in themost preferred foraging site basedon their larger
size .
Thepredominance of non-kin individuals defending the most preferred foragin g site
may be attributed to differences in innate aggression between fami lies (Swain and Riddell
1990 ). and/or the conditions under whic h the test fish were reared. Brown and Brown
(1993a.,b) demonstrated tha t gro ups of non-kin were mo re aggress ive than gro ups of kin.
Indivi duals in the present expe rime nt were raised and held separa tely in kin and non-kin
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groups. The increased level of aggression from the dominant non-kin may be related to
higher levels of aggression experienced under rearing condit ions.
Kin-biased behaviour may be responsible for the observed spatial segregation of the
kin and non-kin groups. Reduced aggression from dominant kin towards subordinate kin
may have allowed these subordinate individuals to forage in more preferred sites. thus raising
their social status. However. the extent to which kinship influenced dominance in this
system would be hard to quantify. It should also be noted that kin have similar levels of
innate aggression which cannot be ruled out as another factor influencing the spatial
distribution of the kin and non-kin groups.
Evidence from this study suggests that. under natural conditions.j uvenile salmonids
establishing feeding territories in the spring cou ld benefit through kin-biased behaviour.
Subordinate individuals. or individuals arriving late in an occupied area. should set up
territories next to kin. Subordinate kin may benefit through increased access to preferred
foraging sites and spend less energy avoiding agon istic encounters. Dominant individuals
reducing aggression toward kin can minimize the amount of energy being allocated to
territorial defence and may obtain 'inclu sive fitness' benefits through increased growth of
subordinate kin.
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CHAP1CR4
SUMMARY AND PREmCTI ONS
4.1 Swnmary
Theexperiments presented in this thesi s focussed o n k.indiscrimination abilities in
juvenile broo k trout and possib le fitness trade-offs assoc iated with kin-biased behaviour.
The results from the experiments reponed in Cha pter 2 demons trate that juvenile
brook trout have the ability to discriminate kin from non- kin. and may usc cue water
concentration as a stimulus to select shoals based on shoaJ size and kinshi p. In the firsr
experiment. individual kin spent a significantly greater proportion of time in water
conditio ned by kin and did not discriminate between fami liar and unfam iliar kin. This
preferenc e indicates that j uvenile brook trout have the ability to discriminate kin basedon
water-borne chemosensory cues. Individual s in the seco nd experiment based cue water
preferences on concentration and kinship. When cue water concentrations were equal.
individual kin preferred waterconditioncd by kin. Howev er . if given a choic e between high
and low cue water conce ntrations. individual kin preferred the high co ncentration
independent o f kinshi.p. An individual in a potential ly stress ful situation. may perceive the
various cue water concen trations as an indicator of shoal size and base preferences on.these
differe nces . Direct fitness bene fits gained in larger shoals ofnon-kin {i.e.increased foraging
efficiency, reducedrisk of predation) may offset any potential loss in "inclusive fitness"
gained in small shoals ofkin {i.e. increased growth of kin] .
In the experiment reponed in Chapter 3. mixed gro ups of kin and non-kin were
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observed in a stream tank , Kin in both size introd uctions I ) spent a si gnificantly greater
proportion of rime nearest kin.2) were generally less aggressive toward kin. and 3) in the
sam e-size introducti ons. introduced kin had signi ficant ly greater mean weight gain than
introduced non-kin (C ha pter 3) . These results suggest that kin 'pre fer ' to set up territories
near kin. Dominan t indi vidual s may gain sufficient ' inc lusive fitness ' bene fits throu gh kin-
biased terri torial beha viour to o ffset an y potential losscs in direct fitness.
Evidenc e from the presen t study sugges ts tha t j uveni le brook tro ut may be able to
maxim ize ' inclusive fitness ' benefi ts through kin-biased behaviour und er both shoaling and
terri torial cond itions, A fitness trade-off may be assoc iated with perceived shoal size but
there was no apparent trade-off with respect to social sta tus .
4.2 Pred ictions
4.2.1 Predi ctions regardin g salmonid kin social associations in nature
Evidence for sal monid kin social assoc iatio ns in nature may be diffi cult to obtain.
In order for individuals to bene fit through kin-biased behavio ur, the probability of
encountering kin must be high. There fore, kin soc ial associations ma y o nly be found in
streams with smal l spawning popul ations and geographically limi ted dispers ion. Small
spawning populations would increase the proportion c f'related individ ual s in the popula tion
and geographical ly limi ted dispersion would increase the probability of encounterin g
relati ves. The streams must also have reasonabl y high dens ities and/ or limi ted resourc es
makin g competi tion an impo rtant factor for survival. Indivi duals would have to be studied
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using direct beha vioural observ ations and subsequent DNA analysis to determine the degree
of genetic similarity between neigh bowing individuals.
4.2 2 Predictions regarding kin discri mination in mature salmonids
Kin discrimination ab ilities in salmonids has been focussed on the juvenile
stage . Olsen et of. (19% ) were the first to attempt to determ ine if salmonid smolts maintain
the abi lity to discrim inate kin. In their study. Atlantic salmon parr di.scrimina ted between kin
and non-kin urine but smelts did DOL Atlantic salm on parr main tain feeding territories and
may gain ' incl usive fitness ' bene fits throu gh kin -biased terri toria l behaviour (Brown and
Brown 1993a.,b; 19900). Olsen el af. suggest tha t discrimination abilities were no t present
in smo lts becausethey fonn shoal s before migrati on. However. a lack of kin discri minat ion
in shoal ing Atlanti c salmon smolts does not necessari ly imp ly that kin recognition abilities
were lost. Kindi.scriminationshouldonly be apparent unde r co nditions where the ' inclusive
fitness' benefits outwe igh the cost in direct fitness (Wilson 1987) .
The abili ty 00discriminate kin in mature salmonids would allow individuals 00select
mates based on relatedness . Inbreed ing in salm onids has been shown 00 have negative
effects on egg num ber, ferti lity-hatchabi ljry, and fry growth and survival (Kincaid 1976;
Gjerde et of . 1983; Su et of . 1996 ). SaImonids return to thei r natal rivers to spawn, and, if
mating is rando m. the chances of mati ng with rela ted indivi duals may be high . Kin
discrimination could function as the mechanism prohib iting direct inbreed in g. Based on the
fitness costs assoc iated with inbreedin g, it is predicted tha t, given a choice between mating
with kin or non-kin, individual s should prefe r to male wi th non-ki n.
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APPENDICES
ss
Appendix A: Comparisons(Kruskal.Wallisone-wayanalysisof variance) of the mean frequency(t SE)of'ovel1lyaggressive' and
'threat' behavioural typesquantified perobservationperiodper5 daytrialinitiatedby resident kinandnon-kintowards introduced
kinandnon-kinof similar size(see textand Figure ] ,2 fordctails).
Meanfrequencyof agonisticbehaviour
received
Behavioural typeinilialed Same-size Same-size H d[
introduced kin introducednon-kin
Il:
Illiilknl..kin
'Overtly aggressive' 6.56(41 5) 3.88(2.48) 1.47 1,1 0.23
'Threat' 7.50(4 .02) 2.88(1 .20) 0.09 1,1 0.77
Resjdentnon-kin
'Overtlyaggressive' 5.75 (2.65) 7.5(4 .02) 0.01 1,1 0 ,9 1
'Threat' 2.88 ( 109 ) 4.56 (1.57) 0,55 1,1 0,46
Appendix B: Comparisons (Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance) of themeanfrequency (:i:SE)of 'overtlyaggressive' and
'threat' behaviouraltypesquantifiedper observation period per 5 daytrial initiated by larger introduced kinand non-kin toward
residentkinandnon-kin (see textandFigure3.3 for details)
Meanfrequencyofagonistic behaviour
received
Behavioural type initialed Resident kin Residentnon-kin H df
~ Larger introduced kin
'Overtly aggressive' 7. 19(2,42) 14.44 (3.35) 2.41 1,1 0.12
"Threat' 3.38 (0.59) 729 (2.2 1) 0.28 1,1 0.60
Larger introdyced non-kin
'Overtly aggressive' 8,38 (1,79) 16 25( 5.07) 2.08 \,\ 0.15
'Threat' 5,25 (1,93) 85 6(2 59) 099 1, 1 0.32




